TITANIUM

Expert Life and Annuity Administration for Insurance

Many vendors claim to have a “new” life system solution. Most recent marketplace entrants
have created digital-first platforms that operate best by only handling new, simplified products
in a standalone environment. They fail to bridge the gap between the complexity of life and
annuity products and the need to grow to meet demand with new up-and-coming products.
And, they can’t unify life environments by bringing together all of an insurer’s previouslydeveloped life expertise into a package that will still serve the needs of today’s digital
consumer. Life insurers need a robust platform that can handle both simple and complex
products while meeting digital initiatives and improving the ability to configure and
change the system to meet current demands.

LIDP built a system to meet these needs, now and for the future.

It is called Titanium.

TITANIUM
It’s time for a new direction.
Change is always on the horizon. Life insurers and annuity providers are faced with many challenges that are driving
them to modernize their legacy environments. Mergers and acquisitions may force them to integrate/consolidate
systems. The need for digital ecosystem access may force them to seek new transformation options. No matter
what the issue or challenge, the question of finding the right transformation platform presents an opportunity.
Titanium, a future-focused system, allows insurers to gain a host of forward-thinking capabilities.

What Do You Need?
TITANIUM HAS IT, ALREADY BUILT-IN, READY-TO-USE OR CONFIGURE.
PRODUCTS AND FUNCTIONS
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Titanium allows carriers the flexibility to launch
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When it comes to technology, LIDP has developed the kinds of systems and processes that
make life easier on technicians and users alike. LIDP built Titanium to exacting standards that
provide straight through processing (STP) for nearly every life & annuity product on the
market today. Titanium can be deployed in-house or in the cloud and it is highly secure, giving
carriers the peace-of-mind they need to protect their customers and agents.
For both cloud deployments and onsite systems, Titanium shows its flexibility and its muscle.
It can be deployed within nearly any environment that fits insurer needs and operates well on
nearly any commercially-available Application Server or Open Source Solution.

WHY TITANIUM?

TITANIUM
can be deployed
in-house or in the
cloud and it is highly
secure, giving carriers
the peace-of-mind
they need to protect
their customers
and agents.

TITANIUM Fits Any Size Insurer | Highly Functional | Easy to Use & Change

Unmatched End-to-End Capability
for Life Administration
Now you can have the best of both worlds. LIDP’s Titanium uses next-generation technology
with a plug-and-play, service-oriented architecture (SOA) that is ALSO a highly-robust
insurance system containing over 40 years of product and service wisdom. When it comes to
insurance process automation and complex real-time rating, quoting and underwriting, LIDP
rules and expertise match real-world use. LIDP clients prove Titanium’s value every day.

TITANIUM SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Distribution
Underwriting

Direct
to
Consumer

Quoting

Agency
Broker

Marketing / CRM
Policy Admin System

Rates

Billing & Collections

Forms

Data

Rules

Claims

Documents

Application Layer

Reinsurance

Compensation Management

Financial

Payouts

Titanium’s functionality is so comprehensive that subsystems, such as Claims, Billing and Reinsurance are more complete than
most similar standalone products. For a full list of subsystems and more detailed information on Titanium, visit www.lidp.com.
COMPENSATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS)
Even with today’s direct-to-consumer products on the rise, agencies and brokerages still represent the most valuable channel for
sustained growth. LIDP supports insurers with a complete solution for agent contracting, licensing, compensation, and reporting.
CMS also includes tools to aide in the conversion and migration of agent information and contracts from legacy systems.

TITANIUM System Features

USER EXPERIENCE

PRODUCT FUNCTIONALITY

TECHNOLOGY

CSR Portal

Multi-company support

Fully-relational data

Agent Portal

Life and annuity claim processing

NSCC Clearing House interface

User-configurable product tools

Accounting and General Ledger
interface

ACORD TXLife enablement

Intuitive user interface
Context-sensitive real-time help
Group enrollment automation
and processing

Reinsurance interface

Comprehensive management
and customer reporting

Billing and Collections

Advanced Embedded Security

Fixed and variable payout processing

Audit Capabilities

24/7 availability

Policy valuation interface

Scalable Implementation

Re-proposal and new business
illustrations

Check writing and check writing
interface

Flexible Technology

E-App & New Business

Case management

Client Management

Underwriting workbench

100% SOA enablement
100% JEE platform

Technically Superior | Great Value | LIDP Service Culture | Team Approach | Long-Term Relationship

Meet LIDP
EXPERIENCE ACROSS INSURANCE, TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS
Our insurance experts have a deep understanding of the common hurdles that all carriers.
We also grasp those unique issues that are inherent with certain types of life and annuity business.
LIDP is an expert in life and annuity administration solutions. To become the best, we have maintained
a broad knowledge-base across the whole insurance enterprise.
LIDP expertise has been built into Titanium. Titanium contains over 40 years of industry standard
product configurability. Standard product types are configurable out of the box. Many standard
product configurations are included with the system and these product configurations can be
easily cloned and modified to build and support user-configured products. This leads to shortened
implementation cycles and ease of business user configurability (for most operations), which saves
valuable IT resources. For LIDP, our success is measured in finding new efficiencies, creating solutions
to business and technology hurdles, and positioning our clients for growth.

LIDP has a 100% success rate for implementation and
conversion projects and enjoys excellent relationships
with every one of our client-partners.

ARE YOU READY FOR A BETTER EXPERIENCE IN LIFE AND
ANNUITY ADMINISTRATION?
Find out more about Titanium and LIDP
Contact us today at info@lidp.com or call 630.829.7022

ABOUT LIDP: Founded in 1979, LIDP is the leading software and related services provider focused solely on the needs of the life,
annuity, and health insurance industry. For over 40 years, LIDP has consistently pursued innovative solution development to deal
with the unique issues inherent within insurance. LIDP insurance and technology expertise coupled with a hands-on approach
to projects and relationships have given it a reputation as the premier platform of choice for high quality, low risk, and broad
functionality. LIDP has chosen to remain privately-owned in order to focus on client and partner needs instead of shareholder
value and to give clients a stable system environment with no fear of unexpected migration. LIDP solution development happens
100% within the U.S., operating from service centers in Woodridge, Illinois and Venice, Florida.

